








A Fleetwon, a plans built
version of the T-Square. 
Flies quite nicely

Gene Corson (L) and Myself at my first 
combat contest in 1958 with my first 
successful model, a T-square that I 
learned to fly with, using the term loosely. 
It was 3 weeks old and on it’s dying day. 
The bottom of it is nonexistent. It hit the 
ground after I changed my mind about 
doing and outside loop. But it as hanging 
in there until I screwed it up! The Nobler 
on the ground was actually my first 
model, but it lasted through one wingover 
caught on a bush.



A Hi Johnson Blurr. Flies 
very much like a 
Midwest Hornet, pretty 
decently until it decides 
to do a snap roll and 
crash

Just a very good flying bit 
of kit bashing, Omega, 
Combat Cat. Put ‘em all 
together and they 
comingle quite well



Guillow’s Galaxy. To me, 
second only to the Flite 
Streak . Awesome flyer

Bill Netzband’s public offering, the Scared Kitten. 
1950. Fortunately he got a lot better over the 
years. The Jerkline Spl and Equalizer uded 
essentially the same wings and lfew much better, 
not to mention a couple of HalfFasts in the mix.



Exterminator, Dan Patton's diamond 
airfoil kit from 1963. IT was OK for a 
diamond airfoil.

Testor’s Flite Streak, 
Designed by George Aldrich. 
One of the best flying kits 
ever! Great airplane for
Combat, Stunt or anything 
else. The CG goes on the 
SPAR!



Veco Renegade. A good flyer, I 
used them occasionally

Wild Bill Netzeband’s Midwest Half Fast.
Awesome flyer, but a bit of a PITA to build. They 
podiumed at the Nats for many years.



A Charlie Mackie Luck. A much 
better flying airplane than I 
expected! I was impressed.

A Guillow’s Reactor, an
excellent airplane, one of my 
favorites, just too expensive a 
kit for combat. $5.95 in the ‘50s



My 1984 Nats ship, a Sickle 3 by 
Steve Fauble, an FAI design that 
I beefed up for Fast. Great 
airplane that fell to the prey of 
brute management.

A couple of Riley’s designs, my 
favorites, the Quicker and 
Whatizit, and my Xterminator
II in the back


